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Books

*Disciplining Old Age: The Formation of Gerontological Knowledge.* The University Press of Virginia, Charlottesville (series: Knowledge: Disciplinarity and Beyond), 1996.


Special Journal Issues

Articles in Refereed Journals

Simone de Beauvoir’s *The Coming of Age.* The Humanities and Gerontology’s Diagram of Science. *Age, Culture, Humanities: An Interdisciplinary Journal* (forthcoming).


**Chapters in Books**


**Encyclopedia Entries**


Non-refereed articles in scholarly publications
Falls and Fall Prevention: What about the Older Faller? 
*Hospital News* (27)4, April 2014.
The Neuro-Complex; Some Comments and Convergences. Simon J. Williams, **Stephen Katz** and Paul Martin. 

The Neuro-Complex; Some Comments and Convergences. Simon J. Williams, **Stephen Katz** and Paul Martin. 

Critical Gerontology: Nomadic Thinking or Postmodern Sociology? 
*The Discourse of Sociological Practice*, 3(1), 2000.

The Political Economy of Aging: Radical Interventions in Gerontology. 

Conference Proceedings and Occasional Paper Series
Old Age as Lifestyle in an Active Society. The Doreen B. Townsend Center for the Humanities 

Foucault and Gerontological Knowledge: The Making of the Aged Body. 

The Will to Hear Everything: Commodifying and Assembling Audio-Clarity. 

Invited Prefaces, Editorials and Introductions
Geroanthropology: State of the Field. 


Reprints and Translations
Enhancing the Mind? Memory Medicine, Dementia and the Aging Brain. **Stephen Katz** and Kevin Peters. 
*Salute e Società*, 11(2), 2012.

Geschäftige Körper: Aktivität, Altern und das Management des Alltagslebens (Busy Bodies: Activity, Aging and the Management of Everyday Life) in 
Die jungen Alter: Analysen einer neuen Sozialfigur (The Young Aged: Analysis of a New Social Figure), eds. Silke van Dyk and Stephan Lessenich. Frankfurt: Campus Verlag, 2009.


**Book Endorsements and Cover Blurbs:**


Susan Pickard, *Age Studies: A Sociological Examination of How We Age Through the Life Course*, 2016, Sage.


**PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES (RECENT)**


Member, Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) Social Dimensions of Aging, grant adjudication committee, 2014.

Director, Trent Aging Studies Research Collaborative (TASC), 2010-2013.

**Radio and Television:**


**Newspapers and Magazines:**
Interview, with Anne Kingston, ‘Why it’s time to face up to old age’, *Macleans Magazine*, October 13, 2014.


Interview, *Showcase Magazine*, Trent University, Spring 2012.


Interview, ‘Trent Makes the Grade,’ *Peterborough This Week*, November 22, 1997.

Interview with Patricia Chisholm,’Body Builders’, *MacLean’s Magazine*, July 8, 1996.

Interview, ‘Two Stereotypes of the Old are Misleading’, *The Peterborough Examiner* (special section on Kawartha’s Seniors), November 21, 1992.

Interview with Judy Creighton, ‘Images of Aging’, *Canadian Press*, November 27, 1992. (Published in a number of Canadian national newspapers).

**Consultancies**
Invited member of Sociology Chairs’ advisory group, Department of Sociology, Ryerson University, May 29, 2006.

Consultant, CBC TV, ‘Sex, Drugs and Middle-Age’, aired November 10, 2003.


**Current Research Interests**
Memory, aging, dementia and cognitive culture
Anti-aging technologies and commercialization of later life
Biosocial and ‘functional’ conceptions of the aging body
Critical gerontological theory